
 

 

 

Learning powers at 
Grovelands 

 

At Grovelands, we have been developing a 
Growth Mindset learning culture.  

We decided on six key areas that help us 
learn and we have called them learning 

powers because they help us do 
incredible things!  

 

 



 

Our six learning powers at Grovelands  
Term 1-Engagement 
Being engaged with Barney owl 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
I know what good listening looks like. I 
come to school ready to learn.  I can 
concentrate on my learning until I finish.  

Term 2- Cooperation 
Being cooperative with Honey bee 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
I can cooperate with my learning partner. 
I listen to other people’s ideas. 
I can take turn and work positively with 
everyone.  

Term 3-CHALLENGE 
 Seeking out a Challenge with Sherlock 
Bones the beagle 

 
I know that if I find my learning easy, I’m 
not learning anything new.  
I know it’s ok to make mistakes because it 
helps me learn.  
I have a positive attitude to my learning.  

Term 4- Resourceful 
Being resourceful with Banana the chimp 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
I can plan steps in a task.  
I know what to do if I need some help 
with my learning. I can discuss my finished 
work and talk about making improvements.  
I know what to do when things are too 
easy of too hard because I can choose my 
learning zone.  

Term 5-Determined 
Being determined with Gerald the giraffe 

 
I can keep trying when things are hard 
from me. 

Term 6- CREATIVITY 
Being Creative with Flame the dragon 

 
I can use my imagination to create ideas. 
I try different ways to do things.  
I can try out my own ideas and make 
changes if needed.  



I don’t let others distract my learning.  
I can settle down to a task and finish it. 

I can make links with other areas of my 
learning. 

 

 

 

 

Developing a Growth Mindset learning culture 
looks like this… 

• Successful learners can grow their brain. 
They do not have fixed mindsets.  

• Mistakes are ok because they help you 
learn. 

• A growth mindset embraces challenge and 
shows resilience in the face of difficulty. 

• Praise is focused on effort not outcome. 
• We work with mixed ability learning 
partners so that we can cooperate and 

learn from each other. 



• We change learning partners every week 
so that we are resourceful in our ideas.  

 

 


